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These are the major changes in the backoffice version 2.23.0

This version covers work done in sprints 43 and 44.

Products can now be imported from CSV, exported to CSV, edited externally and

reimported. You can also delete all products if imports go south, and try

again. This means you can assist your customers in getting their products in

to their account.

Diller customer loyalty has been implemented, enabling our new partner in

customer loyalty to be used in all shops running Extenda GO POS. Coupons and

stamp cards for products can be automated for segmented groups of customers.

Check diller.no for more information. Requires POS 3.5

Kibana dashboards are now released and will be tested and piloted.

A new benefit type has been added to promotions, where you can set individual

prices for the products you select. This gives you more control over resulting

prices across percentages and amount discounts that can often give bad

results.

For GBAT10 accounting integration, you can now map individual card types.



For eAccounting, you can now send orders paid by invoice as invoice drafts to

eAccounting and handle the invoicing from there. This functionality must be

enabled by us as there is a license for this feature.

Tip has been added to the order model. Tip handling from terminals is coming

in POS 3.5. Tip report will come in a later version of backoffice, as tip need

to be working in POS before we can report on it.

Picture and description has been added to shop page, as this is relevant for

listing shops in apps and web ordering.

API changes
Source attribute added to orders. Will be shown in KDS and preorder window in

POS to see where the order is coming from.

New parameters
The following new parameters are added in this backend release:

Parameters to enable Diller integration.

Parameters to enable Kibana

Parameters to enable eAccounting invoicing

Customer search button can be hidden in self checkout
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